Equality OBJECTIVES

At Claines CE Primary school, we have a strong commitment to ensuring children
flourish and succeed together as part of a strong school community. Driven by some
of our key values of respect and compassion, we are inclusive and committed to the
individual child. We aim for a school where everyone is treated with dignity and
valued for their place in our community and the wider world. At the heart of our
learning, are the values of perseverance and courage. We strive for everyone to have
great aspirations: ensuring new challenges are met with confidence and ‘no one
settles for less than their best’.
We do all of this whilst following in the footsteps of Christ.
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Equality Objectives
In 2012, schools were required to publish information showing how they comply with the new equality
duty and set equality objectives. They need to update the published information at least annually and
publish objectives at least once every four years.
Compliance with the equality duty is a legal requirement for schools, but meeting it also makes good
educational sense. The equality duty helps schools to focus on key issues of concern and how to
improve pupil outcomes. These are also central to the OFSTED inspection framework.
The equality duty has two main parts: the ‘general’ equality duty and ‘specific duties’.
The general equality duty sets out the equality matters that schools need to consider when making
decisions that affect pupils or staff with different protected characteristics. This duty has three
elements. In carrying out their functions public bodies are required to have ‘due regard’ when making
decisions and developing policies, to the need to:
1. Eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and other conduct that is prohibited by the
Equality Act 2010.
2. Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic and people
who do not share it.
3. Foster good relations across all protected characteristics – between people who share a protected
characteristic and people who do not share it.
These are often referred to as the three aims of the general equality duty.
Having due regard to the need to advance equality of opportunity is defined further in the Equality
Act 2010 as having due regard to the need to:
1. Remove or minimise disadvantages
2. Take steps to meet different needs
3. Encourage participation when it is disproportionately low.
In order to help schools in England meet the general equality duty, there are two specific duties that
they are required to carry out. These are:
• To publish information to demonstrate how they are complying with the equality duty.
• To prepare and publish one or more specific and measurable equality objectives.
The equality duty supports good education and improves pupil outcomes. It helps a school to identify
priorities such as underperformance, poor progression, and bullying. It does this by requiring it to
collate evidence, take a look at the issues and consider taking action to improve the experience of

different groups of pupils. It then helps it to focus on what can be done to tackle these issues and to
improve outcomes by developing measurable equality objectives.
Objective 1: Eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and other conduct that is prohibited
by the Equality Act 2010.

SMART objective: To continue to record and respond appropriately to all cases of harassment or bullying,
including that of a sexual or racial nature.
Why we have chosen this objective: The drive for continued school improvement and the continued focus
on the high profile of British values within school.
To achieve this objective we plan to:
*Review systems for recording and dealing with incidents
*Provide specific British Values displays throughout the school year.
*Run E-safety workshops for pupils and parents
*Invite a barrister in to talk to Y6 about the age of criminality and the consequences of discrimination,
harassment and victimisation
*Facilitate anti-bullying workshops
*Develop pupils’ learning and first-hand experience of different faiths and cultures
*Audit the teaching of British Values across the school.
Progress we are making to achieving this objective:
Objective 2: Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic
and people who do not share it.
SMART objective: Narrow the attainment gap between boys and girls in Reading and Writing, by boys
making better progress than girls in Reading and Writing in 2019-20
Why we have chosen this objective: Data from2018-19 shows that only 79.2% of boys are working at ARE
and above in Reading, compared to 90.3% of girls across the school. Only 72% of boys are Writing at ARE
and above, compared to 81.5% of girls.
To achieve this objective, we plan to:
*Monitor boys’ progress in reading and writing at termly pupil progress meetings
*Provide more opportunities for staff to discuss pupils’ work and moderate judgements
*When appropriate, focus reading and writing interventions in class to enable boys to make better
progress.
*Purchase books and create environments that engage boys with reading
*Use class texts that engage boys
*Create writing opportunities that appeal to boys
Progress we are making to achieving this objective:

Progress towards these objectives will be monitored by the GB as part of the review of the School
Improvement Plan.

